BARDEHLE PAGENBERG

BARDEHLE PAGENBERG is one of the leading IP law firms in Europe and front runner at the Unified Patent Court (UPC) which has pooled the strengths and competences of patent attorneys and attorneys-at-law for more than 40 years, clearly setting itself apart from many other IP law firms.

The diverse client base appreciates the intense cooperation between attorneys-at-law – handling infringement cases before the UPC and the German civil courts through all instances on the one hand, and patent attorneys representing the client in proceedings before the Patent Offices and the Federal Patent Court on the other hand. We are also in a position to offer the invaluable input of our senior consultants who in their previous careers were leading German IP judges or members of the Boards of Appeal of the European Patent Office (EPO).

BARDEHLE PAGENBERG provides its clients with excellent services in all fields of Intellectual Property – from the first idea through to the launch, exploitation, enforcement and strategic management, particularly in the legal areas of patent law, trademark and design law, unfair competition law, antitrust law as well as licensing and technology transfer. To ensure processes of the highest standard, BAREDEHLE PAGENBERG operates according to a quality management system compliant with ISO 9001 and regularly submits itself to audits for recertification purposes.

The full-service IP firm is regularly chosen by global companies which value its international availability and diverse team. Additionally, various German blue-chip companies and small and medium sized businesses, market leaders in niche technologies, entrust BARDEHLE PAGENBERG with their IP business.
Crowe LLP (www.crowe.com) is a public accounting, consulting and technology firm that uses its deep industry expertise to provide audit services to public and private entities. The firm and its subsidiaries also help clients make smart decisions that lead to lasting value with its tax, advisory and consulting services. Crowe is recognized by many organizations as one of the best places to work in the U.S. As an independent member of Crowe Global, one of the largest global accounting networks in the world, Crowe serves clients worldwide. The network consists of more than 200 independent accounting and advisory services firms in more than 130 countries around the world.

Our purpose is: Shaping Your Better Tomorrow. Together. Today. It’s the standard we live by and reflects what we hold important as both a firm and as individuals. We are driven by passion, deep understanding, and integrity. We work together as a team to serve the needs of our people and our communities. We embrace and celebrate collaboration, growth, and learning.

We lead with insights, and we’re committed to always do better and be better. We embrace the legacy of where we’ve been, and our duty to tomorrow.
DOCKET NAVIGATOR

Docket Navigator plays a pivotal role for litigants, attorneys and judges by organizing substantive court decisions into a single, efficient platform. By offering a comprehensive database of US patent litigation (including case filings, court orders, and attorney-written summaries), Docket Navigator gives instant access to information that would otherwise be buried across different sites in a sea of irrelevant cases. This level of organization not only streamlines research for legal professionals but, more importantly, opens up the judicial system to broader public consumption. With Docket Navigator, both litigators and the public alike can efficiently navigate through complex legal proceedings in a way that allows them to quickly analyze rulings, understand legal interpretations, and assess the reasoning behind specific decisions. Our platform champions the principles of openness, accountability, and informed decision-making within the legal community by demystifying complex proceedings and making them both accessible and understandable to users. Together, this transparency aids attorneys in crafting well-informed strategies tailored to their clients’ cases. By staying abreast of relevant judicial outcomes, attorneys can anticipate potential legal challenges and provide realistic expectations to their clients.
Groombridge, Wu, Baughman & Stone LLP is a patent litigation firm with offices in the U.S. and Japan. We represent leading companies that own some of the most valuable drugs, therapies and technologies in the world and we have a long track record of achieving successful outcomes for our clients whether in courts, arbitrations, the International Trade Commission, or before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board. Our lawyers have been listed as leading practitioners in Chambers USA, Chambers Global, The Legal 500 and Benchmark Litigation, among others.

Beyond the courtroom, we are involved in a variety of organizations benefitting the legal community such as the Federal Circuit Bar Association, the PTAB Bar Association, and the Women in IP Network. We are known for our thought leadership in patent law and policy and for mentoring, teaching and preparing young lawyers to succeed at the firm, in government and in house as clients.

We are also recognized for our social justice work and genuine commitment to promoting diversity in the profession, dedicating countless of hours to pro bono and DEIA efforts.
HIGH IMPACT

Our mission is to revolutionize the way complex technical information is presented to an audience. By providing innovative visual and interactive solutions, we help those who view our content better understand the facts and mechanisms presented.

High Impact is a litigation support firm that delivers custom legal graphics that educate and engage audiences in trial and mediation. Our award-winning team of visual strategists, medical legal illustrators, animators, forensic experts, physicians, and other experts have more than 20 years of experience creating realistic trial graphics to support jury trials and other legal proceedings.
KROLL

As the leading independent provider of risk and financial advisory solutions, Kroll leverages our unique insights, data and technology to help clients stay ahead of complex demands. Kroll’s team of over 6,500 professionals worldwide continues the firm’s nearly 100-year history of trusted expertise spanning risk, governance, transactions and valuation. Our advanced solutions and intelligence provide clients the foresight they need to create an enduring competitive advantage. At Kroll, our values define who we are and how we partner with clients and communities. Learn more at Kroll.com.

Kroll’s experts perform robust, independent valuations of intellectual property (IP) assets, including patents, trademarks, copyrights and trade secrets. Our experienced valuation professionals and strategic consultants provide expert witness testimony on financial, economic and accounting issues in courtrooms around the world. Kroll also provides trusted advice and support to the top law firms and businesses globally, in order to protect and monetize their IP and intangible assets more effectively.
Ocean Tomo, a part of J.S. Held, provides expert opinion, management consulting, and advisory services focused on matters involving intellectual property (IP) and other intangible assets. Practice offerings address economic damage calculations and testimony; business licensing strategy and contract interpretation; trade secret reasonable measures; asset and business valuation; strategy and risk management consulting; merger and acquisition advisory; debt and equity private placement; and IP brokerage.

Ocean Tomo professionals have industry-leading experience across dispute types and are particularly skilled in the determination of damages in matters involving IP. Our testifying experts have decades of litigation analysis experience, benefitting clients when they evaluate complex financial data, qualitative facts, supporting testimony, and damages-related case law. We have served as experts in International Arbitration (e.g., Hong Kong, The Netherlands, Singapore), U.S. District Courts, U.S. Bankruptcy Courts, U.S. Tax Court, U.S. Court of Federal Claims, state courts, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Patent Trial and Appeal Board, the International Trade Commission (ITC), international courts and international arbitrations.

We have extensive experience in determining FRAND/RAND rates for SEPs in a variety of situations. We consult with companies, either SEP holders or seeking to license in SEPs, in negotiating the royalty rates of such SEP licenses in considering FRAND/RAND obligations within royalty rates offered. This consultative experience is either in the context of litigation, actual real-world negotiations outside of disputes and/or advising companies whether the ongoing SEP licensing discussions comport with FRAND/RAND principles. In addition, we advise SEP owners and potential SEP acquirers regarding the value of SEP portfolios for various purposes. Our SEP valuation experience includes telecom (3G, LTE, 5G for equipment/devices), WiFi, and numerous other standard-setting situations (e.g., ATSC, MPEG-LA). Ocean Tomo professionals have participated as FRAND panel members in UCL’s annual Patents in Telecom conference, typically held in London since its creation in 2010.

As a part of J.S. Held, Ocean Tomo works alongside more than 1500 professionals globally and assists clients – corporations, insurers, law firms, governments, and institutional investors – on complex technical, scientific, and financial matters across all assets and value at risk.
Sterne, Kessler, Goldstein & Fox is an intellectual property specialty firm dedicated exclusively to the protection, transfer and enforcement of IP rights for our clients. Our team of attorneys, registered patent agents, law clerks and technical specialists include some of the country’s most respected practitioners of intellectual property law. Most of our professionals hold an advanced-level degree, including more than 60 with a doctorate in science or engineering. Teaming with our IP professionals is a dynamic and extraordinarily capable team of managers and staff in a work environment with robust technical platforms, protocols and systems for the highest levels of efficiency in delivering a full suite of services to clients. Our client base includes developing and established companies, venture capital firms, individual entrepreneurs and universities — from bleeding-edge technology fields, like carbon footprint technologies, pharmacogenomics, nanomedicine and biofuels to next-generation electronics and other consumer products. Visit the firm online at sternekessler.com.
TENSEGRITY

Tensegrity Law Group was formed in 2011, when Matt Powers and a small group of partners and associates left Weil Gotshal & Manges with a simple yet powerful idea: to provide the same world class litigation services, but with fee structures that are in the interest of clients, reward results, and incentivize efficiency. Since then, we have grown significantly, attracting like-minded, entrepreneurial attorneys who want to function to the best of their ability, unconstrained by bureaucracy, politics, or unnecessary structure.

“Tensegrity” (ten-seg’-ri-tee) is an architectural concept in which a small number of elements are intelligently organized to create a structure embodying simplicity, balance, and strength.

We are known by clients, competitors, and independent observers as one of the truly top patent trial and appellate teams in the country. But while we love trying cases, our clients appreciate that our reputation and demonstrated skill often result in remarkable “eve of trial” resolutions that produce immediate value for our clients without delays or further appeals.
WINSTON & STRAWN LLP

For more than 170 years, Winston & Strawn has served as a trusted adviser and advocate for clients across virtually every industry. Our law practice—built on the talent, creativity, and determination of our lawyers and an unwavering commitment to our clients—has grown into a global firm of tremendous breadth. While many things have changed since the firm’s inception, our goal has remained steadfast: provide the highest echelon of service by developing strategic partnerships with our clients, creating and implementing tailored business solutions, and identifying opportunities for innovation. Complementing this service model is the priority we place on diversity and inclusion, as well as our role in serving critical needs in our communities. We continue to learn from our storied history, while looking ahead to effect change in our industry.
Clients rely on our globally recognized Intellectual Property Litigation Practice to provide high-quality and innovative solutions to the most complex legal and business issues. We have helped companies protect their interests in jurisdictions across the United States and internationally. Our award-winning lawyers have extensive experience at federal district courts throughout the United States, the Federal Circuit, the US Supreme Court and International Trade Commission. We also have unparalleled experience successfully litigating and coordinating IP disputes in international tribunals across Europe, the United States, South America, and Asia, including in the UK Supreme Courts and before the Court of Justice of the European Union.

Our clients – ranging from Fortune 500 companies to fledgling startups – rely on our litigation team for its unique multidisciplinary approach. Our lawyers have prevailed in notable disputes for many of today’s most significant companies in technology, pharmaceuticals and other industries. With more than 200 general IP, IP litigation and appellate lawyers, we offer clients a deep pool of experience across all issues related to their intellectual property. We staff cases with skilled litigators and lawyers with deep technical knowledge, who also work efficiently with colleagues across practices to achieve remarkable results. Because we have more than 100 lawyers with scientific and technical backgrounds, clients trust us to truly understand their innovations and the business concerns related to their patents. The outstanding ability of our practitioners has garnered regular and noteworthy accolades from across the spectrum of legal-industry publications including Chambers Global, Managing IP and The American Lawyer.